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Executive Summary
This document provides an overview of the activities undertaken during the course of the Open
Badge Network project to define and shape the next phase of the global Open Badge Standard and
supporting infrastructure (OBI), based upon the requirements of European stakeholders. Since
Open Badge Network’s inception in 2014, there have been a number of seismic shifts in the Open
Badge landscape, including the winding down of the Badge Alliance and the handover of
governance of the Open Badge Standard from Mozilla Foundation to IMS Global, which has
impacted the work undertaken in this workstream. The focus of this output has been to:
● Capture the requirements needed by European Stakeholders for the Open Badge Standard
1.1 and 2.0 and supporting infrastructure
● Support the transition of the Open Badge Standard from Mozilla to IMS Global, ensuring
the needs of European users were represented
● Update and maintain the Backpack as an open source tool to enable badges to remain
interoperable globally
● Integrate the requirements and Open Badge Standard 1.1 into Digitalme platforms
● Provide updates and a point of contact for organisations wishing to transition to the new
backpack and standard, including a directory of compatible open badge platforms
● Ongoing representation of European Stakeholders at the IMS Executive Board for Digital
Credentials
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Open Badges Infrastructure
This document provides an overview of the activities undertaken during the course of the Open
Badge Network project to define and shape the next phase of the global Open Badge Standard and
supporting infrastructure, based upon the requirements of European stakeholders.

Overview
Since 2014 Digitalme has played an active role within the Open Badges community and made a
significant contribution to the development of the OBI, as demonstrated by this infographic:
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Development of the Open Badges Standard (2014 – 2017)
Background to the Open Badge Standard
For context on the development to date of the Open Badge Standard, here is a brief history of the
Open Badges movement and its key events. (Excerpts taken from openbadges.org which was coproduced by Digitalme in 2016)
In 2010 the concept of Open Badges originated among those working at the Mozilla and
MacArthur foundations, and out of the research of Erin Knight, founding director of the Open
Badges project at Mozilla. During the 2010 Mozilla Festival (then titled the “Mozilla Drumbeat
Festival”) in Barcelona, early Open Badges prototypes were initially developed under the banner
“Learning, Freedom, and the Web.” The seminal white paper, “Open Badges for Lifelong
Learning,” by Knight and collaborators at Peer2Peer University and the MacArthur Foundation,
described the aims and potential of the Open Badges movement.
In 2011, the fourth Digital Media and Learning Competition (2011-2013) provided up to $2 million
in grants for 30 innovative badge systems and two research projects as part of the Badges for
Lifelong Learning Competition. This work was administered by HASTAC and supported by the
MacArthur Foundation, with additional support from the Gates Foundation and in partnership
with Mozilla. Digitalme was a recipient of one of these grants.
In October 2012, Mozilla released the Public Beta of the Open Badge Infrastructure, making the
technical infrastructure supporting Open Badges publicly available for use.
Mozilla launched Open Badges 1.0 at the 2013 Digital Media and Learning Conference, followed by
a full launch of Mozilla Open Badges. The first Chicago Summer of Learning provided a
constellation of learning programs for youth, offered by dozens of the city’s cultural and
educational institutions and connected through the use of Open Badges.
The Open Badges Specification V1 contained detailed metadata about achievements, including
who earned a badge, who issued it and evidence that the learner had met the criteria. The
specification describes a method for packaging this information into a portable image file (a digital
badge) and provides resources for its validation, so that badges remain compatible and can be
shared and understood across different platforms and providers.
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Three key building blocks were released to help providers build a digital credentials ecosystem:
1. The standard (rules setting out the data and format of a badge). This provided educational
providers (from volunteering programmers to online code schools) with metadata they
needed to capture in order to issue Open Badges to their learners.
2. Code examples and technical rules - to help developers integrate the standard within their
products and begin issuing or accepting badges into their platforms.
3. The Mozilla Backpack - giving individuals the ability to store and move their credentials
between different platforms throughout their lifelong learning journey
These building blocks kick started a vibrant ecosystem of 20 technology providers who have
developed a wide range of products for discovering, issuing, sharing and reading open badges.

The Open Badges eco-system began to grow across Europe. Digitalme launched the Badge the UK
campaign which grew into a network of over 120 organisations issuing 25,000 badges over the
next two years.
In 2014, the Summit to Reconnect Learning, organized by the Sprout Fund with funding from the
MacArthur Foundation, was an event to focus on moving Open Badges from the edges of
innovation to the mainstream. At the summit, a wave of business and education partners made
public pledges committing to help accelerate the spread and scale of digital badges for learning.
Here the Badge Alliance was formed to steward the Open Badges specification and community.
14 Badge Alliance working groups kicked off to guide different aspects of the work, from
developing the standard itself, to advancing the acceptance of badges in workforce, to technical
development of enhancements to the ecosystem, such as endorsement. In the 2014 cycle, these
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groups produced surveys, white papers, enhancements to the specification, and extensive
documentation around how badges function in a broadening ecosystem.
At Mozfest 2014, Mozilla and Digitalme launch the Badge the World map, a community project
designed to map badge projects taking place around the world.
Growth and adoption of Open Badges began to accelerate: from 1000 badges pushed to the
Mozilla backpack in 2012, by 2014 this had increased to 256,800 and in 2017 this figure stands at
over 1 million. Combining estimates from other backpacks in the ecosystem, it is estimated that
over 3 million badges have been issued by over 2000 organisations to date.

Since 2016, the Open Badges community has been actively working toward the release of Open
Badges 2.0, the most significant upgrade to the specification since its release. This upgrade will
make possible dozens of high-priority use cases that were identified by key stakeholders. IMS
Global Learning Consortium, the world’s leading open standards consortium for education
technology, in partnership with Mozilla Foundation and Collective Shift/LRNG, has agreed to
become the organization responsible for managing the effort to advance the development,
transferability and market adoption of the Open Badges specification and community effective
January 1, 2017. This work will take place under a licence granted by Mozilla. The work of the
Badge Alliance Standard Working Group will be taken up by a new working group within IMS. In
addition, all existing efforts of Badge Alliance will also transition to IMS.

Who are IMS Global?
IMS Global Learning Consortium are the world’s leading open standards consortium for education
technology. Their 380+ member organizations will provide the market leadership and financial
support to ensure that Open Badges products can work together to address key micro-
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credentialing needs for badge earners and badge consumers. The financial strength of IMS will
provide sustainable resources to manage the technical and community activities.

Open Badge Network contribution to the development of the OBI
Gathering European Requirements of the Open Badge Standard ( 2015-2016)
Open Badge Network gathered use cases in O2A1 to help outline the requirements of European
organisations and individuals for Open Badges. The requirements highlighted by these use cases
demonstrated a desire to use Open Badges in a number of ways, including:
● Recognition of Prior Learning
● Membership or affiliation
● Recognition of formal learning, linked to existing frameworks
● Delegating authority to issue badges between collaborating organisations
● Participation in events
● To build a profile of verified skills
● Manage badge issuing across multiple systems via APIs
From Digitalme’s ongoing work with educational institutions, employers, awarding & membership
bodies and public sector organisations we understand that the following requirements are
important in driving adoption with these organisations:
● Ability to issue badges in multiple languages
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●
●
●
●

Ability to add information about third party or community endorsement
Represent the type of assessment that has taken place and/or link to frameworks
Validation of badge earner (via email or some other method)
Ability to access data around the earning and sharing of a badge to measure impact

Requirements were also gathered at the Mozilla Festivals in 2015 and 2016. These weekend long
festivals bring together people interested in Mozilla led developments. At the Mozilla Festival 2015,
Digitalme led the badges pathway and sessions to gather requirements from the European
community on Open Badges. In 2016 Digitalme ran a working group at the Mozilla Festival to

gather wider requirements from an international audience around the open badge infrastructure
and Backpack.

Influencing Updates to the Open Badges Standard (2015-2017)
The requirements gathered from OBN stakeholders via use cases, Digitalme’s own work with
badge clients and input from the wider community at the Mozilla Festivals in 2015 and 2016 have
been fed into the development of the Open Badges standard v1.1 and now v2.0 by Digitalme
through membership of the following groups, and through leading the following pieces of work:
● Open Badges Technical Requirements working group
● The IMS Executive Board for Digital Credentials
● Digitalme’s work on the Backpack, commissioned by Mozilla

Updates to the Open Badges Standard (2015-2016)
The following visualisations, commissioned by Digitalme (produced by Byan Mathers), provide an
overview of the updates to the Open Badges standard from v1.0 to 1.1.
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Open Badges 2.0 development and testing timeline (2017)
Updates to version 2.0 of the standard are led by IMS. The Open Badges Executive Board, of which
Digitalme is a member, is made up of key members from the education and edTech community
worldwide. Each new feature goes through a rigorous process of assessing and testing before
being released:

IMS is working towards the following timeline for development and release of v2.0:
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Version 2.0 of the standard contains a series of improvements and innovations that have been
suggested by educators and companies. Digitalme attends the quarterly IMS Executive Meetings
to support future developments to the standard and continues to feed into requirements based
on inputs gathered from the Open Badge Network community as well as its experience of working
with organisations and individuals within Europe. These include the ability for multiple
organisations (such as charities, colleges and employers) to endorse a single badge and a method
of issuing badges to organisations.
Validation is also a key element of Version 2.0. Validation ensures that:

1. Badges can be moved around the web because all platforms are using the same protocol.
In other words badges can be read, imported or exported between platforms because they
are using the same language. A new validation service will be launched by IMS Global in
2017. This will ensure that badge platforms are issuing badges compliant with v2.0 of the
standard. A list of compliant platforms will be published on the IMS website.
2. Viewers or consumers of badges can check whether the badge belongs to the person who
claims to have been issued with it. This validation is based on email address and is carried
out by platforms when a badge is pushed to them.
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OBI Compliant Platforms
Digitalme is in the process of ensuring its Open Badge technology platforms comply with the new
version of the OBI standard for European users to access. This work will be complete by the end of
2017.
We have also compiled a directory of OBI compliant technology platforms to enable Open Badge
Network members to select the right tool for their particular use case.
Online directory can be viewed here
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The Backpack
What is the Backpack?
The Backpack is an open source tool enabling the interoperability of open badges across different online
systems, providing badge earners with a free and open space to store and share their badges from.

In 2016 there were both tensions and opportunities surrounding the backpack in the Open Badges
Ecosystem. Platforms like Open Badge Academy, Badgr, Credly, Open Badge Factory and Makewaves
quickly realised that value could be created for customers by combining the ability to issue and display
Open Badges. This created a point of tension between the Backpack and service providers.
Mozilla was keen to encourage innovation from service providers because adoption of the open standard
meant a more open web – Mozilla’s core objective. Moreover Mozilla had begun encouraging the
ecosystem to ‘Make more Backpacks’ and exploring how to ‘bootstrap a healthy backpack ecosystem.’
What was called ‘Federation of Backpacks’ at the time (providing the choice to the user over where to push
their badges at the point of issuing) Mozilla didn’t see these plans through for a number of reasons,
including funding challenges, competing development priorities and a desire to encourage rather than get
in the way of innovation. Primarily though Mozilla Foundation doesn’t see itself as a service provider and it
felt that it had done enough to encourage the adoption of an open standard and it was now over to the
ecosystem to do the rest.
Reference: Chris McAvoy’s blog “Let’s make more backpacks.”
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Digitalme & the Backpack (2016)
As part of this transition, In 2016, Digitalme took over the governance of the Backpack from Mozilla to
ensure it was fit for purpose for the 1 million registered users. Digitalme recognised that the Backpack
providers users with the ability to store and switch their credentials between providers. It also formed part
of the core narrative when explaining how Open Badges work.
As profiled on the IMS website: “The ongoing development and governance of the Mozilla Backpack will be
led by Digitalme, to maintain an open source, interoperable option for individuals to securely store and
share their badges.”
Throughout the later half of 2016 (and in the run up to Mozfest) we ran a sprint to ensure that the
Backpack could continue after the deprecation of the then user Persona Login system. This meant adopting
a new login option, in the form of Passport.js, which will allow for a much smoother process of bolting on
future login options.
In addition to this:
●
●
●

A front-end redesign took place
We increased overall stability and ‘up time’
Added a direct support contact system

In 2016/2017 Digitalme carried out consultations with users (at Mozfest and via open badge community
calls) to discuss potential routes forward and achieve a broad agreement on the direction for the backpack
and the role it should play within an ecosystem of open badge service providers.
Throughout 2017 work has continued, with updates such as improved email recognition, security updates
and work around improving shareability.

Communications & Support (2016 - present)
As part of this work Digitalme set up a slack channel and inbox to manage support requests from users and
open badge platforms to ensure they updated their logins and repointed their services to ensure minimum
disruption to open badge earners. We continue to be a point of contact for users today.
The new Backpack can be accessed here
These public blogs posted by members of the Digitalme team outline the ongoing work undertaken by the
team around the backpack and the important role it plays within the Open Badge infrastructure.
Backpack to the future – Tim Riches, Founder and Executive Director
Backpack & Digitalme – Omid Mufeed, Head of Development
We need to talk about the Backpack – Jason McGonigle, CTO
Backpack, I choose you – Matt Rogers, Product Manager
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Digitalme continues to join the monthly Community Calls to advise users on the Backpack and is currently
consulting with users around the next phase of improvements including Open Badge Standard Version 2.0
compliance and supporting multiple emails within a single Backpack account.

Summary
The Open Badge infrastructure has gone through significant changes since its inception in 2011. It
has moved from the early stages of version 1.0 and a prototype Backpack led by Mozilla; through
the improvements brought in with version 1.1 and the working groups of the Badge Alliance; to
the current work on version 2.0 led by IMS and an Executive Group of key members of the
education and EdTech communities.
Digitalme has played a significant role in influencing the development of the OBI throughout these
stages on behalf of the Open Badge Network and the European Open Badge community. In
summary, this work has included:
Requirements gathering from the EU Open Badges community via:
● Running requirements gathering sessions and workshops while leading the badges
pathways at the Mozilla Festivals in 2015 and 2016
● Gathering data from Digitalme clients
● OBN use cases developed by OBN steering committee
Transitioning from version 1.1 and leading the development of the Open Badges Backpack:
● Commissioned by Mozilla to take on developments of the backpack
● Taking on stewardship of the Backpack on behalf the wider Open Badges community
● Supporting the EU community to transition to the new Backpack via blogs and dedicated
support channel
Feeding into the developments of version 2.0 via membership of the:
● IMS Executive Board for Digital Credentials
● Open Badges Technical Requirements working group
Ensuring compliance with OBI:
●
●

Digitalme platforms are OBI version 1.1 compliant and we are working towards version 2.0
compliance for end 2017
Developing an inventory of OBI compliant Open Badge platforms
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We believe the OBI is in a strong position under the stewardship by IMS and we anticipate Open
Badges will continue to grow and influence how we recognise formal and non-formal learning.
Digitalme will continue to actively participate in the Open Badges community and aims to remain
involved in the development of the OBI through its membership of the IMS Executive Board for
Digital Credentials and Open Badges Technical Requirements working group, as well its continuing
development and stewardship of the Open Badge backpack on behalf of the Open Badges
community.
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